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Nobiletin protects retinal ganglion cells in models of ocular
hypertension in vivo and hypoxia in vitro
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Glaucoma, a common cause of blindness, is characterized by the progressive loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). Growing evidence
suggests that nobiletin (NOB) is a promising neuroprotective drug; however, its effects on glaucomatous neurodegeneration
remain unknown. Using rat models of microbead occlusion in vivo and primary RGCs model of hypoxia in vitro, we first
demonstrate that NOB reduces RGC apoptosis by a TUNEL assay, Hoechst 33342 staining and FluoroGold (FG) retrograde labeling.
This effect does not depend on intraocular pressure (IOP) lowering. Additionally, NOB partially restored the functional and structural
damage of inner retinas, attenuated Müller glial activation and oxidative stress caused by ocular hypertension. At 2 weeks after IOP
elevation, NOB further enhanced Nrf2/HO-1 pathway in RGCs to withstand the cumulative damage of ocular hypertension. With the
administration of HO-1 inhibitor tin-protoporphyrin IX (SnPP), the protective effect of NOB was attenuated. Overall, these results
indicate that NOB exerts an outstanding neuroprotective effect on RGCs of glaucomatous neurodegeneration. Besides,
interventions to enhance activation of Nrf2/HO-1 pathway can slow the loss of RGCs and are viable therapies for glaucoma.
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INTRODUCTION
Glaucoma, a main cause of irreversible blindness worldwide1, is
characterized by the death of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and
axon degeneration. Currently, intraocular pressure (IOP) reduc-
tion is the main therapy for glaucoma; however, even when IOP
is returned to a normal range, optic nerve damage continues in
some patients2,3. Thus, there is an urgent need for safe and
effective neuroprotective strategies for the treatment of
glaucoma. Increasing evidence supports a role for oxidative
stress in the degeneration of RGCs and the pathogenesis of
glaucoma4,5. The cellular response to oxidative stress is
regulated in part by a signaling pathway that culminates in
activation of the transcription factor nuclear factor erythroid
2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) and transcription of its antioxidant
target genes. As such, Nrf2 has been proposed as a potential
therapeutic target for glaucoma6,7. Under normal conditions,
Nrf2 is sequestered in the cytoplasm by binding to Kelch-like
ECH associated protein 1 (Keap1), a ubiquitin ligase adaptor
protein that regulates Nrf2 stability by targeting it for degrada-
tion. However, under conditions of oxidative stress, Keap1
undergoes a conformational change and releases Nrf2 into the
cytoplasm; Nrf2 then translocates to the nucleus and activates
the expression of a range of antioxidant proteins, including
heme oxygenase 1 (HO-1)8. In this study, we focus on the Nrf2/
HO-1 signaling pathway, and aim to better understand the
molecule mechanisms in the process of glaucoma.
Nobiletin (NOB) is the main polymethoxylated flavone in

citrus fruits and is especially abundant in the peel9. NOB has
been shown to have multiple potentially beneficial properties

and has received increasing attention as a therapeutic agent
for various diseases. Several studies have shown that
NOB can improve mitochondrial dysfunction and alleviate
endoplasmic reticulum stress10,11. In addition, NOB was
reported to ameliorate synaptic dysfunction in mice with
lipopolysaccharide-induced memory deficiency12. NOB was
shown to be an agonist of retinoid acid receptor-related
orphan receptor, and through this mechanism potentiated
circadian oscillation and optimized mitochondrial respiration in
skeletal muscle, thereby promoting the healthy aging13.
Notably, the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties of
NOB suggest that it may have neuroprotective potential for the
treatment of Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease14,15,
and, possibly, other neurodegenerative disorders. However,
whether or how NOB may have utility for the treatment of
glaucoma is still unknown.
Here, we tested our hypothesis that NOB may be neuropro-

tective by employing a microbead occlusion-induced model of
ocular hypertension (OHT) in rats and exposure of RGCs to
hypoxia in vitro to mimic conditions associated with glaucoma.
We found that NOB enhances RGC survival, independently of
lowering of IOP, in a manner associated with reduced retinal
oxidative stress and inhibition of Müller glial activation. More-
over, NOB relieved oxidative stress in this model via activation of
the Nrf2/HO-1 pathway. This is the first report of the protective
effects of NOB and its underlying mechanism of action in
glaucomatous neurodegeneration, and our results indicate that
the Nrf2/HO-1 pathway may be a feasible therapeutic target for
glaucoma.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cultured RGC studies
All animal experiments were performed in compliance with the Association
Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in
Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and were approved by the Animal
Experimental Ethics Committee of the Eye and ENT Hospital of Fudan
University. RGCs were obtained from newborn Sprague-Dawley rats
(3 days) and were dissociated, purified and cultured as previously
described16. After 48 h of seeding, RGCs were exposed to hypoxic
conditions (3% O2, 92% N2, 5% CO2) with or without NOB at 37 °C for
another 48 h to induce hypoxic injury and apoptosis. The apoptosis of
RGCs were measured by a TUNEL assay and Hoechst 33342 staining, as
previously reported17.

Animals and rat models of ocular hypertension
Adult male Wistar rats (200–250 g) were obtained from the Shanghai
Laboratory Animal Center Co., Ltd. The rats were housed in standard cages
with a 12-h light/dark cycle and were given free access to standard rodent
diets and water.
The OHT model was induced by injection of 8 µL superparamagnetic

microspheres (Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN, USA; 10 µm diameter) into
the anterior chamber as previously described18. In parallel, a sham-
operated control group of rats were injected with the same volume of
saline. IOP was measured in both eyes before surgery and at 3 days and 1,
2, 3, and 4 weeks after surgery using a Tonolab tonometer (Icare, Helsinki,
Finland). All IOP measurements were performed by the same operator
between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m., and each value represents the average of six
valid measurements. The eyes receiving microspheres injection were
considered to be successfully induced when their IOP increased by more
than 5mmHg compared with the control eyes19, and they were excluded
from further experiment if IOP returned to normal.

Intravitreal injections
OHT rats undergo intravitreal injection of 3 μL of vehicle or 10 μM nobiletin
(NOB; MedChemExpress, NJ, USA) and/or 20 μM tin-protoporphyrin IX
(SnPP; MedChemExpress) before surgery and every 7 days thereafter. In
brief, the pupils were dilated under anesthesia using 0.5% tropicamide and
0.5% phenylephrine hydrochloride eye drops, and the ocular surface was
then anesthetized by addition of 0.4% oxybuprocaine hydrochloride eye
drops. As previously described20, intravitreal injection was performed using
a 10 µL Hamilton syringe connected to a 30-gauge needle.

Retrograde labeling and quantification of RGCs
Methanesulfonate (3%, diluted in 10% dimethyl sulfoxide saline), known
as FluoroGold (FG), was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA). As previously reported21, the rats were anesthetized and 2 μL FG
was injected into both superior colliculi 1 week before euthanasia. After
euthanasia, the eyes were obtained and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at
room temperature for 1.5 h. Then the retinas were carefully separated
and processed into flat mounts. Images of retinas were photographed
using a Leica DMI 3000B microscope. To count the number of RGCs, each
retina was divided into four quadrants, each of which was further
divided into central (1–2 mm from the optic disc), middle (2–3 mm from
the optic disc) and peripheral regions (3–4 mm from the optic disc). In
total, RGCs in 12 microscopic fields per retina were independently
counted using ImageJ software by two experimenters who were blinded
to the experimental grouping. Data are shown as the mean number of
RGCs per mm2.

TdT-mediated dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay
Apoptosis of RGCs was measured using a TdT-mediated dUTP nick end
labeling (TUNEL) assay (In Situ Cell Detection Kit, TMR red; Roche,
Mannheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Subse-
quently, apoptosis of RGCs in tissue sections and primary RGCs was
additionally evaluated by staining of the cell nuclei with Hoechst 33258
and 4′6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) dyes, respectively. Images were
obtained with a Leica SP8 confocal microscope (×20). To count the
number of TUNEL-positive cells, the ImageJ software was used to
analyze 5 random fields of view in each slide, and the average values
were calculated. The results are shown as the mean percentage of
TUNEL-positive cells.

Hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining and immunohistochemistry
At 2 weeks post-surgery, the eyeballs were collected and sequentially
fixed, paraffin embedded, sliced into 5-μm sections, deparaffined, and
rehydrated as previously reported19,22. Then, H&E staining was performed
to evaluate retinal damage, and 8-hydroxyguanosine (8-OHdG), a product
of oxidative DNA damage, was detected by immunohistochemistry to
evaluate retinal oxidative stress. Images were captured with a Leica light
microscope and analyzed by ImageJ.

Photopic negative response (PhNR) recording
To evaluate the function of RGCs, PhNR was recorded at 2 weeks post-
surgery23. In this study, we used a Diagnosys Espion System (Espion E2;
Diagnosys, MA, USA) to provide the light stimulate and obtain the data.
After pupil dilation and light adaptation for at least 10min, the rats were
placed on a blue background for brief preadaptation. A brief red stimulus
at 10 cd/m2 was then delivered through a Ganzfeld sphere on a blue
background of 20 cd/m2. The flash duration was 4ms and the frequency
was 0.5 Hz. Two 3-mm platinum wire loop electrodes were attached to the
surface of cornea to record the responses. The ground electrode was
placed on the tail, and the reference electrode was placed over the nasal
bone. The amplitudes of PhNR was measured from prestimulus baseline to
the trough following the b-wave.

Immunofluorescence
Eyeballs were collected, fixed, dehydrated, embedded, and sliced into 10-
μm sections as previously described24. At room temperature, the sections
were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 20min, and subsequently
blocked with 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 1 h. Then they were
incubated with rabbit anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) antibody
(1:200; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) or rabbit anti-Nrf2
antibody (1:200; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) at 4 °C overnight. After washing
with PBS for three times, the tissue sections were incubated with Alexa
Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody (1:500, Cell Signaling
Technology) or Alexa Fluor 555-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit antibody
(1:800; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at room temperature for 1 h. The cell
nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33258 and the tissue sections were
photographed with a Leica SP8 confocal microscopy.

Western blot analysis
Retinas were lysed with RIPA buffer (Beyotime, Shanghai, China) and
smashed with ultrasound on ice, or proteins were extracted from retinas
with a nuclear and cytoplasmic protein extraction kit according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (Beyotime). Then the protein concentration was
quantified with a BCA protein assay kit (Beyotime). In each sample,
equivalent amounts of protein were separated by polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis, and subsequently electrotransferred onto 0.22-μm poly-
vinylidene difluoride membranes. After blocking with 5% nonfat dry milk
at room temperature for 1 h, the membranes were incubated with rabbit
anti-GFAP antibody (1:1000, Cell Signaling Technology), rabbit anti-β-actin
antibody (1:1000, Cell Signaling Technology), rabbit anti-Nrf2 antibody
(1:1000, Abcam), rabbit anti-HO-1 antibody (1:1000, Cell Signaling
Technology) or rabbit anti-histone H3 antibody (1:2000, Cell Signaling
Technology) at 4 °C overnight. Then the membranes were incubated with
horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:2000, Cell
Signaling Technology) at room temperature for 1 h after rinsing with 1×
TBST for three times. Lastly, the signals were developed with a
chemiluminescence detection kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, CA, USA). The
Kodak Imaging Station (Kodak 4000 MM PRO; Carestream, NY, USA) was
used to capture the images which were analyzed by ImageJ. The results are
expressed as the fold intensity relative to the control group.

Quantitative PCR
Total RNA was extracted from retinas, reverse transcribed into cDNA, and
amplified by quantitative PCR as previously described19. The primer
sequences for Nrf2, Keap1, HO-1, and β-actin were as described and
verified in a previous study25. β-Actin was measured as the internal control,
and assays were done in triplicate with 6 retinas.

Statistical analysis
All data are expressed as means ± SD. One-way analysis of variance and
Tukey multiple comparisons test were performed in this study with
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GraphPad Prism 8.0 (San Diego, CA, USA). A P value < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS
NOB reduces hypoxia-induced apoptosis of RGCs in vitro
Previous research has shown that oxidative stress and hypoxia
play an important role in the pathogenesis of glaucoma26. In this
study, RGCs were exposed to 3% O2 for 48 h to induce apoptosis
in vitro; a TUNEL assay and Hoechst 33342 staining were
performed to measure the apoptosis of RGCs. As shown in Fig. 1,
NOB treatment at 1 μM and 10 μM reduced hypoxia-induced cell
apoptosis (all P < 0.0001, n= 3), with 10 μM NOB having the better
protective effect (P= 0.0017 and P < 0.0001 by the TUNEL assay
and Hoechst 33342 staining, respectively; n= 3). These results
indicate that NOB protects RGCs against hypoxia-induced
apoptosis in vitro. All subsequent experiments were performed
using NOB at 10 μM.

NOB has no effect on IOP in a rat model of OHT
To investigate the effect of NOB on RGCs in vivo, the anterior
chambers of Wistar rats were injected with microspheres to
model the pathophysiology of glaucoma (Fig. 2A, B). IOP plays a
critical role in glaucoma and is currently the main therapeutic
target27. IOP was measured before surgery and then at 3 days
and 1, 2, 3, and 4 weeks after surgery. As shown in Fig. 2C, no
apparent difference was observed in baseline IOP among the
four groups (P= 0.9778, n= 6). On day 3 after injection, IOP was
significantly elevated compared with the control (P= 0.0003,
n= 6), and the effect lasted until 4 weeks after surgery
(P < 0.0001 at 1, 2, and 4 weeks, P= 0.0025 at 3 weeks; n= 6).
Thus, microsphere injection successfully induced a sustained
elevation in IOP. Notably, there was no significant difference in
IOP between NOB group and vehicle group at any indicated
time point within 4 weeks (all P > 0.05, n= 6), indicating
that NOB administration had no effect on IOP in this rat model
of OHT.

Fig. 1 NOB protects RGCs against apoptosis in vitro after 48 h of hypoxia. A Representative immunofluorescence images of RGCs stained
with TUNEL and DAPI. Scale bar, 100 μm. B Representative immunofluorescence images of RGCs labeled with Hoechst 33342. Scale bar, 50 μm.
C Quantitative analysis of TUNEL-positive cells. D Quantitative analysis of RGC apoptosis. The results are presented as mean ± SD, n= 3.
****P < 0.0001.

Fig. 2 NOB has no effect on IOP in rats with OHT. A Representative anterior segment photographs of control and ocular hypertensive rats.
B Representative H&E staining images of anterior chamber angle in control and ocular hypertensive rats. Black arrow indicates the distribution
of magnetic beads in the anterior chamber angle. Scale bar, 50 μm. C Changes in IOP before surgery and at 3 days and 1, 2, 3, and 4 weeks
after surgery. The data are shown as mean ± SD, n= 6. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 and ****P < 0.0001.
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NOB reduces RGC apoptosis in a rat model of OHT
RGCs have been reported to undergo apoptosis after 2 weeks of
IOP elevation28. To explore the effect of NOB on RGC apoptosis in
glaucomatous neurodegeneration, we counted the number of
RGCs using FG retrograde labeling (Fig. 3C). As shown in Fig. 3A
and B, the average RGC densities in control group were 2392 ± 80

cells/mm2 in the central, 2046 ± 63 cells/mm2 in the middle and
1577 ± 63 cells/mm2 in the peripheral region. At 2 weeks after
surgery, the rats in OHT group had a 35% RGCs loss in the central
region (P < 0.0001, n= 6) and 35% in the middle region
(P < 0.0001, n= 6) compared with the control. The peripheral
retina suffered the most damage, with a 46% loss of RGCs

Fig. 3 NOB promotes RGC survival at 2 weeks post-IOP elevation. A Representative images of RGCs labeled with FG. Scale bar, 100 μm.
B Quantitative analysis of surviving RGCs. C Whole flat-mounted retina from control rats. White boxes show the areas of RGCs counts. Scale
bar, 1 mm. The results are expressed as mean ± SD, n= 6. ****P < 0.0001.

Fig. 4 NOB reduces RGC apoptosis at 2 weeks post-IOP elevation. A Representative immunofluorescence images of retinal sections labeled
with TUNEL and Hoechst 33258. Scale bar, 50 μm. B Quantitative analysis of TUNEL-positive cells in the GCL. The results are presented as
mean ± SD, n= 6. ****P < 0.0001.
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(P < 0.0001, n= 6). With the administration of NOB, a significantly
increase of surviving RGCs was observed. In the central region, the
density of RGCs increased by 26%, whereas 22% in the middle and
25% in the peripheral region relative to vehicle group (all

P < 0.0001, n= 6). This suggests that NOB promotes RGC survival
in this rat models of OHT.
To further demonstrate the protective effect of NOB on RGCs,

we performed a TUNEL assay on retinal sections after 2 weeks of

Fig. 5 NOB improves inner retinal structure after 2 weeks of IOP elevation. A Representative H&E staining of retinal sections. Scale bar,
50 μm. B–D Quantitative analysis of retinal thickness. E Quantitative analysis of the number of cells in the GCL. The results are expressed as
mean ± SD, n= 6. **P < 0.01 and ****P < 0.0001.

Fig. 6 NOB ameliorates inner retinal dysfunction after 2 weeks of IOP elevation. A Representative PhNR waveforms of retinas in rats with
vehicle or 10 μM NOB treatment. B Quantification of PhNR amplitude. The results are shown as mean ± SD, n= 6. ****P < 0.0001.
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IOP elevation. As shown in Fig. 4, the TUNEL-positive cells in the
ganglion cell layer (GCL) were markedly increased in OHT group
compared with control group (P < 0.0001, n= 6), and this change
was largely attenuated by the treatment of NOB. Compared with
vehicle group, NOB administration significantly decreased the
number of TUNEL-positive cells in the GCL (P < 0.0001, n= 6).
Taken together, these results show that NOB alleviates OHT-
induced apoptosis of RGCs in this model.

NOB improves inner retinal structure in a rat model of OHT
In this study, we conducted H&E staining on tissue sections to
evaluate retinal histological changes in rat models of OHT.
Compared with the control, the thickness of inner retina in OHT
group was remarkably decreased at 2 weeks post-IOP elevation,
while no apparent thinning was observed in outer retina (Fig. 5;
P= 0.0753 and P= 0.3448 for outer nuclear and outer plexiform
layer, respectively; n= 6). The average thicknesses of control
group were 20.87 ± 0.47 μm in the GCL, 33.23 ± 0.84 μm in the
inner nuclear layer (INL) and 52.18 ± 1.24 μm in the inner plexiform
layer (IPL). After 2 weeks of IOP elevation, the average thicknesses

of GCL, INL and IPL were reduced by 34%, 14% and 19%,
respectively (all P < 0.0001, n= 6). In addition, the cellular density
in the GCL was 11.67 ± 0.66 cells/200 μm in control group,
whereas the density reduced by 39% in OHT group (P < 0.0001,
n= 6). Similar changes were observed in vehicle group. Remark-
ably, NOB administration partially restored inner retinal structure
compared with vehicle group (all P < 0.01, n= 6). Thus, NOB
alleviated OHT-induced inner retinal structural damage, including
inner retinal thinning and cell loss in the GCL.

NOB ameliorates inner retinal dysfunction in a rat model of
OHT
Increasing evidence indicates that RGC dysfunction often pre-
cedes the death in glaucoma29. Therefore, there is a critical
window of time in which dysfunctional RGCs may be salvaged
from irreversible neurodegenerative stages or even recover
normal function. Previous research has demonstrated that PhNR
is a sensitive marker for inner retinal dysfunction in glaucoma30.
To determine whether NOB preserves inner retinal function, we
measured PhNR at 2 weeks post-surgery. Compared with the

Fig. 7 NOB attenuates Müller glial activation after 2 weeks of IOP elevation. A Immunofluorescence images of retinal sections stained with
GFAP and Hoechst 33258. Scale bar, 50 μm. B Representative Western blot for GFAP. C Quantification of GFAP Western blot normalized to β-
actin. The results are expressed as mean ± SD, n= 6. ****P < 0.0001.
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control, the amplitude of PhNR was markedly reduced by 70% in
OHT group (Fig. 6; P < 0.0001, n= 6). This indicates that high IOP
does indeed damage inner retinal function. With the treatment of
10 μM NOB, the decrease of PhNR amplitude was significantly
attenuated compared with vehicle group (P < 0.0001, n= 6). In
conclusion, NOB administration helps to ameliorate inner retinal
dysfunction in a rat model of OHT, thereby promoting RGC
survival.

NOB attenuates Müller glial activation in a rat model of OHT
Müller cells, which are the main glial cells of the retina and span its
entire thickness, play a key role in the pathological processes
associated with glaucoma31. At early stages of glaucoma, Müller
cells are activated and produce neurotoxic effects, leading to RGC
dysfunction and death32. GFAP is not expressed in Müller cells
under normal physiological conditions but is upregulated after cell
activation33. To determine whether NOB attenuates Müller cell
activation, we performed immunofluorescence staining and
Western blot analysis of GFAP in retinal sections at 2 weeks after
surgery. GFAP immunoreactivity was significantly increased in

OHT group compared with control group (Fig. 7A); however, NOB
significantly reduced the OHT-induced upregulation of GFAP
expression. Consistent with this finding, quantification of retinal
protein levels by Western blot analysis demonstrated a significant
upregulation of GFAP expression at 2 weeks after OHT induction
(Fig. 7B, P < 0.0001, n= 6) and a corresponding attenuation of this
change in NOB group (P < 0.0001, n= 6). These results indicate
that NOB attenuates Müller cell activation in this rat model of OHT.

NOB reduces oxidative stress in RGCs in a rat model of OHT
8-OHdG is a marker of oxidative DNA damage and elevated
8-OHdG has been reported in glaucoma34,35. To investigate the
effect of NOB on oxidative stress in retinas, we performed
immunohistochemistry staining of 8-OHdG in retinal sections at
2 weeks after surgery. The number of 8-OHdG-positive cells in the
GCL of OHT group was significantly elevated compared with the
control (Fig. 8A, B; P < 0.0001, n= 6); however, this change was
significantly attenuated with the administration of 10 μM NOB
(P < 0.0001, n= 6). Thus, NOB reduces OHT-induced oxidative
stress in RGCs.

Fig. 8 NOB reduces oxidative stress in RGCs at 2 weeks post-IOP elevation. A Representative immunohistochemical staining of 8-OHdG in
retinas from rats with vehicle or 10 μM NOB treatment. Black arrow shows positively stained cells. Scale bar, 50 μm. B Quantitative analysis of 8-
OHdG-positive cells in the GCL. C–E Quantification of Nrf2, Keap1 and HO-1 mRNA. F Representative Western blot for total Nrf2 and HO-1.
G, H Quantification of total Nrf2 and HO-1 Western blot normalized to β-actin. The results are shown as mean ± SD, n= 6. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01
and ****P < 0.0001.
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NOB promotes activation of the Nrf2/HO-1 pathway in RGCs in
a rat model of OHT
Nrf2 is activated under conditions of oxidative stress and plays a
crucial role in regulating the transcription of antioxidant proteins
such as HO-17. To determine whether NOB reduces OHT-induced
oxidative stress by modulating the Nrf2/HO-1 pathway, we
performed quantitative PCR and Western blot analysis of Nrf2
and HO-1 at 2 weeks after surgery (Fig. 8C, E–H). Interestingly, HO-
1 expression was elevated at both the mRNA and protein levels of
ocular hypertensive rats compared with the control (P= 0.0031
and 0.0153, respectively; n= 6). Of note, this change was largely
enhanced with the administration of NOB (P < 0.0001 and 0.0033,
respectively; n= 6). Keap1 is a negative regulator of Nrf2 and
mediates proteasome degradation by binding to Nrf26. However,
no significant difference was found in the levels of Nrf2 and Keap1
mRNA among the four groups (Fig. 8D; P= 0.5282 and 0.7160,
respectively; n= 6). Besides, there was no statistical difference in
the protein level of total Nrf2 (P= 0.8446, n= 6).

Previous research has demonstrated that Nrf2 undergoes
nuclear translocation in times of oxidative stress. To determine
whether NOB upregulates HO-1 expression by promoting Nrf2
nuclear translocation, we conducted immunofluorescence stain-
ing of Nrf2. As shown in Fig. 9A, Nrf2 translocation was observed
in the GCL after 2 weeks of IOP elevation, and was further
enhanced by NOB. For further quantification, we detected the
levels of Nrf2 in the nucleus and cytoplasm by Western blot.
Similarly, the level of nuclear Nrf2 increased in OHT group
at 2 weeks post-IOP elevation (P= 0.0204 vs control, n= 6).
With the treatment of NOB, the expression of nuclear
Nrf2 significantly increased compared with vehicle group
(P= 0.0028, n= 6). However, no significant difference was found
in the level of cytoplasmic Nrf2 among the four groups
(P= 0.8944, n= 6). This may be related to the sensitivity of the
assay. Taken together, NOB enhanced Nrf2 nuclear translocation
and its downstream target protein HO-1 expression in RGCs of
rats with OHT.

Fig. 9 NOB promotes Nrf2 nuclear translocation and upregulates HO-1 expression in RGCs. A Representative immunofluorescence images
of Nrf2 at 2 weeks post-IOP elevation. Scale bar, 50 μm. B Representative Western blot for nuclear and cytoplasmic Nrf2. C Quantification of
nuclear Nrf2 Western blot normalized to H3. D Quantification of cytoplasmic Nrf2 Western blot normalized to β-actin. The results are
expressed as mean ± SD, n= 6. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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NOB protects RGCs by enhancing Nrf2/HO-1 pathway
activation
To investigate whether HO-1 induction by NOB treatment is
involved in the neuroprotective role of NOB in rat models of OHT,
we performed intravitreal injection of HO-1 inhibitor SnPP. As
shown in Fig. 10B, there was no significant difference in IOP level
between vehicle group, NOB group, SnPP group and NOB+ SnPP
group at all indicated time points (all P > 0.05, n= 6). It suggests
that neither NOB nor SnPP have any effect on IOP in this rat model
of OHT. Of note, at 2 weeks post-IOP elevation, the average RGC
density in NOB+ SnPP group significantly decreased compared
with NOB group (Fig. 10A, C; P < 0.0001, P= 0.0028, and
P= 0.0006 in the central, middle, and peripheral regions,
respectively; n= 6), but still increased compared with SnPP group
(P < 0.0001, P= 0.0011, and P < 0.0001 in the central, middle, and
peripheral regions, respectively; n= 6). Overall, these results
indicate that NOB improves RGC survival in rats with OHT by
activating the Nrf2/HO-1 pathway, at least in part.

DISCUSSION
With the aging of the world’s population, the prevalence and
incidence of glaucoma can be expected to increase. Currently, IOP
is the only evidence-based and treatable risk factor for slowing
glaucomatous neurodegeneration2. However, optic nerve damage
may still continue, even if IOP remains in the normal range.
Therefore, the importance of neuroprotective drugs is becoming
increasingly prominent. Nevertheless, there is no effective
neuroprotective drugs for glaucoma. NOB has been shown to
have multiple beneficial pharmacological properties, such as anti-
inflammatory, anti-aging and anti-diabetic, especially outstanding
antioxidant capacity15. As a natural compound, its security is
guaranteed relative to synthetic compounds36. However, the
effect of NOB on glaucoma is not clear. To investigate its effect

and molecule mechanisms, we established a primary RGCs model
of hypoxia in vitro and a rat model of OHT in vivo. Our results first
indicate the NOB increases RGC survival both in vivo and in vitro.
This effect is achieved in part by attenuating Müller glial activation
and improving oxidative stress in RGCs. In addition, it does not
depend on IOP lowering.
The pathological process of glaucoma involves a variety of

mechanisms, including oxidative stress, glia activation, mitochon-
drial dysfunction and glutamate excitotoxicity37. Müller cells are
retina-specific glial cells and span the entire thickness of retinas,
while retinal astrocytes are limited to the GCL32. Under normal
conditions, GFAP is expressed in retinal astrocytes but not by
Müller cells; however, reactive Müller cells also express GFAP
under pathological conditions32. At early stages of glaucoma,
Müller cells become reactive and produce neurotoxic effects,
along with the upregulation of GFAP, resulting in the neurode-
generation of RGCs32. Similarly, we observed an increase of GFAP
expression in Müller cells after 2 weeks of IOP elevation. Our
results are consistent with studies using other experimental
glaucoma models, such as DBA/2 J mice38, rats treated with laser
photocoagulation28 or cautery of extraocular veins20. Notably,
NOB attenuated GFAP expression, suggesting the attenuation of
Müller glial activation.
In addition, we also found a significant decrease in PhNR

amplitude as early as 2 weeks after IOP elevation, which is
consistent with previous research6. Recent studies suggest this
may be related to dendritic pruning and decreased excitability of
RGCs39,40. RGCs are central nervous system neurons with somas in
the inner retina and axons converged on the optic nerve37. In
glaucoma, RGC dysfunction is usually prior to the onset of
irreversible RGCs loss41. Thus, PhNR, as a sensitive marker of inner
retinal dysfunction, is of great significance for the early diagnosis
and monitoring of glaucoma, as demonstrated in several
studies23,42,43. In this study, NOB administration partially improved

Fig. 10 NOB promotes RGC survival by enhancing Nrf2/HO-1 pathway activation. A Representative images of RGCs labeled with FG. Scale
bar, 100 μm. B Changes in IOP before surgery and at 3 days, 1 week and 2 weeks after surgery. C Quantitative analysis of surviving RGCs. The
results are expressed as mean ± SD, n= 6. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 and ****P < 0.0001.
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the decline in PhNR amplitude caused by OHT. It is suggested that
NOB ameliorates RGC dysfunction, which is significant to slow the
progression of glaucomatous neurodegeneration.
Interestingly, we observed an endogenous antioxidant

response in retinas of rats with OHT. It was achieved by the
activation of Nrf2/HO-1 pathway. However, this compensatory
mechanism was insufficient to completely withstand the
cumulative damage of OHT. Additionally, a recent study
demonstrated that the lack of Nrf2 led to early onset of axonal
degeneration and vision loss in experimental glaucoma6. Mean-
while, the overexpression of Nrf2 reduced RGC death induced by
optic nerve crush44. Thus, Nrf2 appears to be a promising
therapeutic target for glaucoma. However, in this study, no
statistical difference was found in total Nrf2 mRNA or protein
levels after 2 weeks of IOP elevation, which is consistent with a
previous study6. Despite this, we observed the accumulation of
Nrf2 immunofluorescence in the nuclei of GCL. This suggests
that the endogenous antioxidant response is mediated by Nrf2
nuclear translocation in RGCs. Furthermore, it is further
supported by quantification of nuclear Nrf2 protein. HO-1 is a
crucial antioxidant enzyme downstream of Nrf2, with the effects
of antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and maintaining mitochondrial
integrity45. Previous research has reported that retinal HO-1 level
elevated from 1 to 6 weeks after episcleral vein cauterization46.
Similarly, HO-1 mRNA and protein levels were increased in
retinas at 2 weeks post-IOP elevation in this study. Our
observation that the abundance of 8-OHdG-positive GCL cells
was increased in retinal sections from rats with OHT is consistent
with increasing evidence that oxidative stress plays a crucial role
in the pathogenesis of glaucoma4,5. We found that NOB reduced
8-OHdG levels and further enhanced activation of the Nrf2/HO-1
pathway in RGCs. This is consistent with the reduction of
oxidative damage by NOB in a cerebral ischemia model47, in
cortical neurons stimulated with rotenone48 and in a toxicity
model induced with acetaminophen49. Taken together, these
results indicate that NOB can activate Nrf2/HO-1 pathway in
RGCs to further support the antioxidant defense of RGCs
under conditions of OHT, thus exerting an outstanding
neuroprotective role.
In conclusion, we first demonstrate that NOB has significant

neuroprotective effects on RGCs, including reducing RGC apop-
tosis and oxidative stress, partially restoring RGC dysfunction,
further enhancing Nrf2/HO-1 pathway in RGCs, and attenuating
Müller glial activation. These effects do not depend on IOP
lowering. Interventions to enhance activation of Nrf2/HO-1
pathway are viable therapies for glaucoma.
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